THE SIRIUS CLOUD ADVANTAGE
Cloud solutions provide a rich
set of platforms and ecosystems
that— when chosen and
implemented effectively — can
provide disruptive business
advantages. Sirius goes
beyond the technology and
applies engaging, practical
and proven methodologies
to help organizations in their
transformational journey from
legacy to future-state IT.

SIRIUS CLOUD MANAGED SERVICES
POWERED BY AMS
ENABLING STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT AND
OPERATION OF AWS MANAGED SERVICES (AMS)

Many enterprises moving toward full exploitation of AWS technologies are
finding that their engineering staff need help gaining essential skills. They
turn to reliable partners to close these gaps and help speed cloud adoption,
but are faced with even harder choices when evaluating cloud managed
services partners.
Sirius Cloud Managed Services powered by AMS enables organizations
to deploy native and non-native workloads into a managed AWS or hybrid
environment, allowing their IT resources to focus on achieving business
objectives. By leveraging Sirius’ extensive cloud, managed services and
professional services experience along with the proven cloud management
and operational excellence of AMS, this collaborative solution provides an
integrated, optimized capability for executing cloud transitions, accelerating
migrations, reducing capital and operational costs, improving security and
compliance, and reducing risk with unprecedented speed and reliability.
AWS launched AMS operations management service to provide management
of clients’ cloud infrastructure up to and including the patched operating
system, with native AWS tooling and employees. Clients can now leverage the
power of the cloud and managed by the cloud service provider, together with
the unique offerings of Sirius that support innovation, accelerate business
results and deliver a competitive advantage.

www.siriuscom.com
800-460-1237

With Sirius Cloud Managed Services powered by AMS, we assume responsibility for virtually everything in the
Cloud Shared Responsibility model, except for the client’s data itself. As an added benefit, no long-term contracts
are required. This allows clients to leverage the cloud as a metered, elastic experience, while receiving the highest
quality service level commitments in the market. With Sirius Cloud Managed Services powered by AMS, organizations
can put aside concerns about their ability to scale in the cloud, conformance with governance and compliance
requirements, data and access security, or uncontrollable cost commitments.

SIRIUS CLOUD MANAGED SERVICES POWERED BY AMS HELPS YOU DEPLOY, DELIVER AND MANAGE
APPLICATIONS IN AWS
With Sirius Cloud Managed Services powered by AMS, we manage AWS on your behalf, providing a secure AWS
Landing Zone, features that help you meet various compliance program requirements (HIPAA, HITRUST, GDPR,
SOC, NIST, ISO, PCI), a proven enterprise operating model, ongoing cost optimization, and 24x7 infrastructure
management. By implementing best practices to maintain your infrastructure, Sirius helps reduce your operational
overhead and risk. We also automate common activities such as change requests, monitoring, patch management,
security and backup services, while providing full life cycle services to provision, run and support your infrastructure.

SIRIUS CLOUD MANAGED SERVICES POWERED BY AMS INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant and secure AWS Landing Zone
24x7x365 support from certified cloud engineers
Unlimited changes, incidents, alerts and service requests
Orchestrated patch and backup
15-minute response SLA and four-hour restoration SLA for incidents
Monthly reports to include recommendations on cost savings
No long-term contracts

SIRIUS CLOUD TRANSITIONAL SERVICES (CTS) ENHANCES YOUR AWS ENVIRONMENT
Sirius CTS helps accelerate cloud adoption and quickly address changing market dynamics by providing clients with
flexible AWS Engineering as a Service. Sirius CTS helps organizations that are struggling to hire individuals with the
skills needed to perform continuous AWS services optimization. With Sirius CTS, you can add AWS skills at virtually
any point within a project for enhanced flexibility and adaptability. Sirius CTS includes an engagement and requests
process that allows Sirius to allocate skill sets and hours as needed for projects, with the ability to scale and fluctuate
as the project evolves for a guaranteed, “right-sized” support model.

SIRIUS AND AWS
As an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner with 200 AWS certifications, Sirius is dedicated to helping organizations
develop a successful and cohesive cloud strategy that will support innovation, accelerate business results and
deliver a competitive advantage. Sirius employs a dedicated AWS practice consisting of more than 100 technologists
and consultants who are certified in the design, deployment and operation of applications and infrastructure on
AWS. We can help you combine best-of-breed IT infrastructure with all the business benefits — such as flexibility
and elasticity — that you expect from AWS cloud solutions. And we continue to build on our strategic partnership
with AWS, molding a relationship that will elevate our expertise and our ability to assist clients with quick and easy
implementation of modern IT application, infrastructure, and DevOps capabilities.

THE ADVANTAGE THAT COMES WITH CLOUD EXPERTISE
With a team of experienced, skilled and certified cloud professionals, Sirius provides the enterprise-class cloud
services that organizations need to deliver the value, speed and security required to minimize cloud challenges and
maximize results. Our world-class solutions, designed and built on today’s leading technologies, ensure that your
cloud evolution is aligned with your business needs.
Contact your Sirius representative or call 800-460-1237 today to schedule your assessment, and take the next step
in your journey from legacy to future-state IT.
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